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Another conference speaker was the author of
bestselling “Bank 2.0” and “Bank 3.0” and co-founder of
Movenbank, Brett King, who has recently written that
Apple has 400m account holders (that’s more than
the top 3 banks in the world all together), Starbucks,
which processes 2m transactions every week, took in
deposits $3B via their financial mobile application.
Why do we need banks if we can avoid going there and
receive financial products from the companies we like
more and which understand us better?
Let’s see which trends emerged in the sphere of
financial mobile and internet services in the past
year and why Square CEO Jack Dorsey has appeared
on the cover of American Forbes with the attribute
“Entrepreneur of the Year”.

Vladislav Solodkiy @slavasolodkiy & Richard Branson @richardbranson at the
conference «Money of the Future»

T

he year 2012 was marked by the rapid
selection of “last mile” of relations with
clients in the banking sector. Traditional
financial services are subjected to more
stringent regulation from central banks in all
countries, while the trust of the population in banks
has been considerably undermined after the crisis.
Meanwhile, new players with their own standards are
allowed to the market. Retail and telecommunications
(in particular the internet) came to the forefront. The
changes that the financial sector is undergoing in the
current situation are especially evident in the U.S. If we
take a look at the Top50 apps in the finance category,
it becomes evident that independent services pressure
traditional banks. Moreover, according to the report by
Intuit “Intuit 2020 Report. THE FUTURE OF FINANCIAL
SERVICES”, new financial services, including mobile
ones, are not meant exclusively for “Generation Y”. In
fact, it is a mass phenomenon, although young people
are simply reacting more quickly.
On the 23rd of October, 2012 in Moscow, we held the
first international conference “Money of the Future”,
which is set to become an annual event. The conference
topic (changes and innovations in the financial sector)
interested both bankers and representatives of tech
companies. The main guest was Richard Branson – the
charismatic owner of the leading banking project Virgin
Money (Virgin Direct) and one of the shareholders of
the financial technological startup Square.

This issue of “Money of the Future” is more focused
on qualitative analysis rather than quantitative. As
far as we are going to conduct this research every
year; next time we will focus more on financial and
other quantitative indicators. Any comments and
suggestions are welcome!
First of all, the research is meant for talented young
people with “boiling” blood and bright heads. On the
one hand, this information will save their efforts and
prevent them from reinventing the wheel; on the
other hand, it can inspire them to initiate new projects
in the financial sphere. At least I hope so. If you have
some ideas, write to me (vsolodkiy@lifesreda.ru)
and together we will change the financial sector!
The research will be also useful for banks in order
to understand that the market is changing faster
than it seems; and the media in order to get a better
understanding of the topic and pay more attention to
it in articles and digests.
All research materials were promptly published in our
blog twitter.com/liferussia. Follow us and you will
receive updated information from the financial world
during the year.

Best regards,
Vladislav Solodkiy
Managing Partner of the Venture Fund “Life.SREDA”
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«Money of the Future»
The first annual event «Money of
the Future» was held on October
23. It was dedicated to the
trends, changes and start-ups in
the financial sphere. More than
15 heads of the most innovative
banks in the world and Russia took
a part in the event. We would like
to present you some photos from
Instagram and Twitter for the
hashtag # layfbrenson.

Legendary head
of Virgin Group
Richard Branson @
richardbranson, Vladimir
Pozner and CEO Life
Financial Group Sergey
Leontiev @ liferussia
discussed the future of
banking in the mobile era

Brett King, @brettking,
bestselling author of «Bank
2.0» and the founder of a
Movenbank startup (USA): If
you have an iPhone - why do
you go to the bank?

Matthias Kröner
@fidorbank, CEO Bank
Fidor: the interaction of
banks and social media

Korstiaan Zandvliet,
@Symbid, co-founder
and managing director of
the first online investment
platform Symbid

Marc Bernegger,
@marcpbernegger, serial
entrepreneur, angel
investor & partner at
Next Generation Finance
Management

Conrad Watts,
@fondomat, co-creator
of crowdfunding platform
in the Czech Republic
called Fondomat

Sergey Radchenkov,
@svyaznoybank,
Svyaznoy Bank: why
do banks need loyal
customers?

Algirdas Shakmanas,
@psbank_ru, PSB: who
use bank cards Angry
Birds?

Philipp Steinberger,
@PhilSteinberger,
founding partner of
the Switzerland’s first
crowdfunding platform for
entrepreneurs c-crowd AG

Joe Wakeford,
@fondomat, co-creator
of crowdfunding platform
in the Czech Republic
called Fondomat

Kay Portillo-Kawamura,
@ostrichpillow, one of the
founders of the project
Ostrich Pillow that raised
$ 195,094 on Kickstarter.
com

Michael Ruckmen,
@senteo_ince, CEO and
the founder of Senteo

Jouko Ahvenainen,
@growvc, CEO GrowVC:
the creation of new
investment decisions
in crowdfunding and
crowdsourcing

Jan van Waveren,
@abnamro, marketing
director of ABN
Amro Bank: why do
personification in
the banking sector is
important?

Vyacheslav Semenchuk,
@naster, My-Apps.com:
the presentation of the
best designer of mobile
application for SME

Jan Zaryn, #lifepay,
life-pay.ru: how people
can accept bank cards
from any smartphone or
tablet

lifesreda.ru

facebook.com/lifefg

@liferussia
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hy in research as well as in different
reviews and articles of the venture fund
“Life.SREDA” the word “mobile” precedes
the word “internet”?

Google has released “The Mobile Playbook” for business
executives. The book helps to adapt traditional business
to mobile.

In September 2012 Mark Zuckerberg said that already
more than half of Facebook traffic is coming from
mobile devices and soon the social network is going
to make a lot more money on “mobile” clients than on
desktop or laptop users.

The company InSites Consulting which has prepared the
report Social Media around the World 2012 estimates
that, on average, smartphone users download 22 apps,
9 of which are used at least weekly. Japan, Australia
and the EU have the highest number of installed apps.
According to some forecasts, the revenue from mobile
apps will grow to $35B in 2017.

The recent research of the venture capitalist and “Queen
of the Net” Mary Meeker indicates a global transition
to the era of mobile. Global mobile traffic is growing
rapidly to internet traffic. In terms of monetization, the
sector of paid mobile apps is the fastest developing
sector (67% vs. 33% mobile advertising revenue within
$19B spending). According to her estimates, there
are currently 1,1B smartphone users in the world
(penetration – 17%; yearly increase of 42%), while
sales of smartphones and tablets in 2011 exceeded
the cumulative desktop and laptop sales and still have
a huge upside. The main operating system will be
Android. Mainly, 29% of USA adults own a tablet, 48% of
American children want an iPad for Christmas. Also, 24%
of online shopping (vs. 14% in 2011) on “Black Friday” is
done from mobile devices (mainly from Apple devices).
Meeker forecasts that mobile will have a strong impact
on a number of industries including finance. She names
projects like Square, Lending Club, KickStarter, PayPal,
Google Wallet, and Passbook as examples.
Henry Blodget, СЕО and Editor-in-Chief of the
outstanding business and tech magazine “Business
Insider”, has published his own review “The Future of
Mobile” based on Meeker’s research. Mainly his survey
confirms Meeker’s hypothesis, but Blodget has put some
new emphases. He believes that in the next few years,
mobile will develop primarily due to involvement of new
older and poorer users from developing countries (such
as BRICS). Some of the recent trends are: the growing
interest in business apps, e-commerce (also to make
buying decision in stores), payments, bank transfers
and cards. Interestingly enough, earlier mobile devices
were mostly used for playing games and getting access
to media and social networks.

A recent Pew Research Center survey “The future of
money: Smartphone swiping in the mobile age” finds
that one in ten Americans have used their cell phone
to make a charitable contribution by texting a message,
that more than one-third of smartphone owners have
used their phones to do online banking services like
paying bills or checking their balance, and that 46%
of apps users have purchased an app using a mobile
device. Research from comScore has found that 38% of
smartphone owners have used their cell phone to make
a purchase of some kind, with digital goods (such as
music, e-books or movies), with clothing and accessories,
tickets and daily deals leading the way as the most
popular mobile retail categories. Similarly, a 2012 US
Federal Reserve report found that 21% of mobile phone
owners had used mobile banking services in the past
year and that another 11% of mobile owners plan to
use such services in the next 12 months.
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Most future smartphone buyers will be older and poorer
90%

Smartphone penetration by age and income (U.S.)
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According to the study “Mobile Market and Internet in
Russia” conducted by J’son&Partners Consulting and
Google 28% of Russians actively use mobile internet (in
most Russian regions the share of population resident in
cities covered by 3G is more than 50%).
In 2012 the approximate number of smartphones was
11,8M pcs. (45% of them on Android, 6% on iOS, 30% on
Symbian, 16% on Bada, 3% on Windows). Mainly, 75%
of mobile traffic in Russia comes from smartphones. It
is foreseen that the number of smartphones will grow
up to 15M pcs. in 2013. On average people install 15
apps on their smartphones, about 6 of which are used at
least monthly. The share of paid apps is 20% of the total
amount. The average price of an installed app is $3,62.
The share of paid business-apps is growing actively,
unlike the share of entertainment and information apps.
Also, 23% of users have made purchases via smartphone
and half of them were made in the past month.
In 2012 the approximate number of tablet devices has
reached 1,02M pcs. (300K with active 3G-SIM-cards), the
growth up to 1,23M pcs. is expected in 2013.
MasterCard has recently published the survey “Mobile
Payments Readiness Index” evaluating 34 countries and
their mobile payment readiness. Singapore, Canada, USA,
* www.businessinsider.com/future-of-mobile-slides-2012-12?op=1
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Kenya and South Korea were found to be the most suitable
countries for the development of “mobile” finance. Russia
occupies 28th place. In Russia MasterCard indicates
such favorable factors as potential consumer demand,
infrastructure, and the high level penetration of mobile
communications and devices. The main constraints are:
problems with state regulation, merchants’ low-quality
equipment influencing M-commerce development, as well
as the lack of financial literacy of the population and the
lack of financial products per capita.
Significant growth in both mobile and internet industries
is expected in Russia. According to the estimates of
Boston Consulting Group (BCG) and Google, published in
early 2011 in the research “Russia online: the internet
impact on the Russian economy”, Russia occupies the
7th place in terms of population, is the second largest
internet market in Europe (the first one is Germany). The
number of Russian internet audience in 2009 exceeded
50M people (more than two-fold increase from 25M in
2006). In 2009, the share of the internet economy in
Russia comprised 1,6% of GDP ($19,3B) or 2,1% of GDP
excluding the oil and gas sector which is estimated at a
quarter of Russian economy. This is significantly less than
the average of the G20 (4,1%) and while China is the third
from the top, Russia is the third from the bottom in a
modest 18th place. The share of the internet industry can
more than double by 2015 – up to 3,7% of GDP. The fact
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* www.mobilereadiness.mastercard.com/reports/downloadsingle.php?c=pdf/glb.pdf
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that Russian users are paying nearly as much for internet
access as they are spending on online services and
purchases reflects the lack of e-commerce development in
Russia.
Other estimations are more restrained in absolute
terms but not less optimistic about the quality
growth rate. In October 2012, the Russian Economic
Communication Association and the Higher School of
Economics represented their joint survey “Economy
of RuNet in 2011–2012”. The volume of the Russian
internet market in 2011 amounted to $18,4B comprising
1% of GDP. By the end of 2012 it may grow by another
30%. E-commerce and electronic payments occupy
top positions in RuNet in terms of users’ investments.
RuNet audience consists of more than 44M per month
(or even more, according to the estimates of Russian
Public Opinion Research Center: 58% of Russians use
the internet, 38% of them go online every day). The
number of internet users is increasing rapidly: in early
2012 it was only 30%.
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2. MOBILE ACQUIRING:
FROM TRANSACTIONS TO CRM
AND LEAD GENERATION

www.cardfree.com

www.mpowa.com

www.paypal.com/webapps/mpp/credit-card-reader
www.sumup.com
www.squareup.com
www.payleven.de
www.breadcrumbpos.com

www.shopkeep.com

www.life-pay.ru
www.2can.ru

www.viableware.com/rail

www.flint.com

www.izettle.com
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J

ack Dorsey, Twitter co-founder, Square
founder and CEO has established a real
cash-machine (unlike Twitter) and was
nominated “Banker of the Year” by American
banker magazine for innovations in credit card
payments.
Russian businessmen will never forget the difficulties
they faced implementing cashless payment system
in their stores. Smaller market players without large
turnover have to pass many inspections in order
to prove their trustworthiness to bank security
services. Then they have to fill in piles of documents,
purchase a terminal ($750-1100) and open a bank
account for receipt of payments.
Square is a small plastic cube to be inserted into a
smartphone or tablet audio jack and free app that
turns your device into a fully functional terminal.
As a result, one can easily use a credit card with
a smartphone. In this case you are charged only
for transaction (less than 3% of the total) and
money arrives in a bank account indicated by the
user. The annual turnover of Square, as calculated
in November 2012, is $10B p.a adding $2B over
past month. And this does not include payments
received by Starbucks, which has recently started
to invest in the service and is actively using it in
its stores. Moreover, the Square mobile card reader
is now available in a higher number of retail
stores such as AT&T, Walgreens, Staples, FedEx
Office, Apple, Walmart, Best Buy, RadioShack, and
Target. In January 2013, sales of Square’s mobile
card reader were launched at Starbucks’ 7000
company-operated stores for $10.
It should be noted that the company has introduced
new price plans. Last year Square proposed a
new rate for small business: if the volume of
transactions does not exceed $250000 per year,
the system charges only $275 per month. Since
Square is actively expanding to SME sector, the
company has developed special deals for small
chains (2-3 stores).

The growing popularity of the service has
attracted leaders from other industries alongside
with financial sector players: the most popular
Square shareholders are Richard Branson (Virgin)
and Starbucks. Moreover Starbucks invested in the
project twice, becoming one of the key ideologists
of service future development and scaling. The
last investment in the amount of $200M has raised
Square’s valuation to $3,25B on only $170M.
Multiple “clones” have appeared after Square’s
massive success. “Square of Europe” iZettle has
introduced a slightly modified chip card reader.
iZettle is gaining momentum: expanding to new
countries, assuring payment security, supporting
different mobile platforms, promoting the service
to the public. Germany-based SumUp raised
another $20M in investment and expanded to
three more countries (10 in total). Payleven
expanded outside Germany to the U.K. , Italy and
Poland. There is a Russian representative - ruNet venture fund - among iZettle shareholders
(Payleven) .
Groupon,
the
leading
website
featuring
discounted gift certificates, has also launched
“its own Square” called Groupon Payments (yet
for Android) and Breadcrumb – a device for iPad
audio jack allowing (together with special app) to
swipe a bank card.
PayPal has also introduced a device with similar
technology called PayPal Here. Despite the fact
that the service has some minor advantages over
Square, analysts do not believe that PayPal Here
can repeat the success of its predecessor. PayPal
mobile payments pilots are noteworthy: the
company has recently started testing QR codes
transactions in offline stores, which is definitely a
high-potential technology.
There is also a similar project in South Africa
called mPowa, which is white-label with First
National Bank.
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MOBILE POS TERMINALS
RECEPTION MAGNETIC CARDS

RECEPTION CARDS WITH A CHIP

RECEPTION MAGNETIC CARDS
& CARDS WITH A CHIP

CUSTOMIZED DEVICES:
SMARTPHONE/TABLET+READER+APPLICATION
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mPowa

mPowa is a mobile application and card reader which allows to accept card payments using smartphone devices*1. mPowa
equipment reads card magnetic stripe as well as it works with chip cards and PIN codes. Therefore, mPowa gadget gets an access to
the unique code of the card before the bank would unlock it. The competitors do not have this option; therefore, this characteristic
creates to mPowa the great advantage among its competitors. Concerning the target audience, mPowa wants to focus on large
businesses that have mobile sales teams, for instance, firms like Johnson&Johnson, Mars и Whirlpool, who send staff to make
delivery or repairs*2. Instead of writing out an invoice that takes weeks to be processed, employees can make the transaction
through mPowa’s device and the company gets paid within a few days. Also, mPowa wants sell its software and devices to banks,
which can then pass them to business customers as white label. In this case mPowa device would be branded as banking gadgets,
which would in turn be the source of mPowa’s future revenues.

1

The store creates an account
and the list of available products

4

To confirm the payment, the client needs to put his signature on the smartphone
or tablet screen

2

Selection of product and payment
execution

3

Selection of payment method:
cash, checks, plastic card

5

To receive a receipt
confirming the payment, the
user needs to type mobile
phone number or indicate
the e-mail address
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Such services often emerge at the junction of hardware
and software: some projects provide “in a single
package” not only a plastic cube and application but
also a device customized for the service (instead of
smartphone or tablet). For instance, ShopKeep, a cloud
payment system for iPad in stores, is rapidly gaining
popularity: the number of its users is over 3K. RAIL
system is targeted at cafes and restaurants and uses a
smartphone resembling a restaurant bill and having a
special back-office interface developed for restaurant
managers. In Russia the venture fund “Life.SREDA” has
invested in the project LifePAD (more information on it
is provided at the end of the research). It is assumed that
a customer receives a tablet with preinstalled device and
application LifePay (Square alternative in Russia).

not store the data in the phone, instead it immediately
downloads it in the “cloud” of the service) rather than
connect via reader. For instance, the project called
Flint.

Interestingly what will be the future with Cardfree
– a new mobile payments startup. Cardfree positions
itself as anti-Square because it does not require bank
cards at all. The project was launched by a few of the
people behind Starbucks Card Mobile App. Typically,
such projects offer to take a picture of a card (not with
the phone camera, but with its own app, which does

Foreign services have different tasks: transactional
business is less marginal and therefore the projects in
their future development could possibly get revenues
from customer information – lead generation, sales of
additional CRM-modules, back-office systems for chain
stores.

There are also some Square-like projects in Russia –
within the framework of “Yandex.Money” and RBK Money,
on the basis of Ukrainian PrivatBank and Russian Bank24.
ru as well as independent projects 2can (investments –
$2,3M) and LifePay (investments – $2,6M). However, these
projects have not yet made a real start on the Russian
market; they require large investments in marketing and
public awareness in order to produce “the effect of Square”.
Our fund is going to increase LifePay market presence in
Russia and CIS and to become a leader in mobile acquiring.
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3. DIGITAL WALLETS FROM IT- GIANTS:
WHEN WILL APPLE &
GOOGLE FINALLY OPEN THEIR BANKS?

www.google.com/wallet

Passbook
www.apple.com/ios/whats-new/#passbook

www.v.me

DIGITAL WALLETS FROM IT- GIANTS: WHEN APPLE & GOOGLE WILL FINALLY OPEN THEIR BANKS?

On

December 20, 2012 Deutsche Bank
published its survey “The future
of (mobile) payments”. The name
itself suggests that the future
development of financial services will be focused
mainly on mobile. In the next three to four years,
the global banking industry expects a technological
revolution as a result of which Apple and Google
will establish their banks. Analysts indicate that
if traditional financial institutions do not invest in
new technologies, then Google Bank and Apple Bank
will become their serious competitors and will in the
end acquire significant market share. Deutsche Bank
experts emphasize that in recent years the credibility
of the global banking system has declined. In Germany
less than 60% of citizens currently trust in banks and
in the U.S. even less than 45%. At the same time,
Google, Apple, Amazon and PayPal introduce their
own mobile and internet payment systems and have
trusting relations with their significant customer base.
Rising sales of smartphones and tablet computers
are also contributing to better banking perspectives
of such companies like Google and Apple. Deutsche
Bank stresses that traditional banks can lose
payments, and although they are not the primary
source of income for financial institutions, payments
still provide them with stable revenues. Today nonbanks are handling 6% of cashless transactions but,
according to Deutsche Bank experts, their share is
expected to rise to 8% in 2013.
Inevitable Apple expansion to banking is discussed
by everyone from investment bankers (Apple has on
its accounts record number of funds to be invested
in something, for instance, it could buy MasterCard
or Visa), IT-specialists, and bankers themselves. When
iPhone 5 was introduced, its developers emphasized
that Passbook will become one of the fundamentally
new and high-potential applications holding
information about bank cards, loyalty programs, hotel
reservations, boarding passes and tickets. Despite
skepticism the app works even in Russia, though not
yet in full. A new consumer survey in the U.K and the

U.S. found that 10% of people “from free market” and
43% of existing Apple users would consider banking
with Apple if the company expands to this industry.
In its latest release Google announced perspective
“wallet” updates. The former Visa top manager and
current president of TCS-bank Oliver Hughes believes
that the internet giant will issue its bank cards in a
short-term perspective. It has been recently reported
that Google is going to issue the “Google Wallet Card”.
Additionally, the Visa project resembles Google
Wallet: Visa has recently announced the launch of
beta-version of its e-wallet called V.me.
In Russia similar experiments are done only locally and
without serious public interest – TCS-bank has issued
co-branded cards with “Yandex” and “Odnoklassniki”.
The latter began in May a microfinance experiment in
the social network and, as reported at the end of the
year, according to their data 33% of virtual gifts are
purchased with deferred payment.
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4. BANK 3.0: ONLINE, RELATIONS,
SOCIAL NETWORKS, GAMIFICATION

www.fidor.de

www.zuno.eu

www.knab.nl
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T

he latest banks established are originally
designed for those who “live” online. For
instance, Dutch Knab (financial group
Aegon), Austrian Zuno (Raiffeisen Bank
International) that operates in Austria, the Czech
Republic and Slovakia, and German Fidor. In
addition, focusing on online, this business-model
has a number of specific features: the emphasis
is put on relations instead of products, scoring
systems are used instead of social networks, and
game logic and ripple effect replace rational
thinking. Typically services are purely functional
and are based on rational motivation of users,
while latest online projects are often involving a
fashion trend for gamification, e.g. , for each goal
the service adds extra interest on the balance.
Some other similar game strategies are also
applied.
Knab – “bank” spelt backwards, where “K” is a client
that is on the first place, while “b” is the bank which
is on the latter place. The bank’s customer offer is
based on online personal financial planning, which
is then “supplemented” by other products. There
are no odd payments for individual services; there
is one service plan with a monthly fee. Moreover,
by paying €5000, a customer can become a bank
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shareholder, so clients are not only consumers but
are also involved in the process of management
and development of new products and services.
Zuno is a monoline bank in the sphere of internet
and mobile banking. The bank is known for its
powerful CRM system. By providing the bank
with personal information, including accounts in
social networks, and carrying out a large number
of transactions, the customer receives the most
personalized financial offer, as well as offers from
the bank’s partner companies.
Fidor bank is focused on social networks, from
which it can get information on customer’s risk
profile and offer the most suitable product to
this client. For instance, the bank cares about
the number of customer’s friends and how he can
influence them with his account. Gamification is
also in place, for example, you are asked to identify
savings goals and when you have achieved them
the bank “gifts” you an interest for “conquest”, just
like in a game.
In Russia similar positioning is used by “Bank24.ru”,
member of Financial Group Life.

Zuno Mobile Banking Application

1

Zuno Mobile Banking
for smartphones

2

Zuno Mobile Banking provides access to
credit, the client chooses the maturity and
the amount paid per month

3

Zuno Mobile Banking with GPS will show
the client where the nearest ATM or
branch bank

5. MOBILE BANKS: FORGET ABOUT
BANKS, IF YOU HAVE AN IPHONE!

www.movenbank.com
www.instabank.ru

www.simple.com

www.rocketbank.ru

www.barclays.co.uk/Mobile/BarclaysPingit/P1242603570446
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any banks in Russia and other countries have
their mobile banks (not to be confused with
mobile versions of internet banks). Some of them
are pretty good. However, in general they pursue
the model “bank first”, where bank is primary and mobile is
just an aspect of “multichannel distribution” of a financial
institution (a trend of the last 2-3 years). Moreover, it often
turns out to be incomplete bank – some key functions are only
available through other channels. Although it should be noted
that there are some pretty interesting solutions, for example,
one can open a bank account in New Zealand with iPhone– a
special application and camera replace bank branches.

better analytical data on spending and the most personalized
offer. For example, it is possible to sync images from your phone
camera with Instabank. A customer does not simply open one
account for all purposes or transfer $34 to his friend, but takes
a picture of a dress in a store and opens immediately a savings
account for it. A friend’s picture can be attached to the money
transfer. With the Instabank application, one can issue a bank card
with a picture from Instagram on it or send to his friends a photo
of fashionable Moncler jacket with a question: “Who can lend to
me $1000 until payday?” Friends will receive push notification and
either click “ok” for a full amount or indicate how much they can
lend and for how long.

Simple and PingIt are pursuing the model “mobile first”:
there is a mobile phone with installed application allowing
performance of certain financial operations. If something
can not be performed, one can use “supporting” service
channels. The target group of these projects are smartphone
and Facebook users. They are used to storing their contacts
in a phone and in a friend list in social networks, so they do
not want to go to a bank and remember account numbers
of people to whom they need to transfer money. The bank
analyzes information about the customer location at the time
of mobile transaction, processes this information and provides

Some banks are online because it is cheaper than offline, but
they still attract classic (“not virtual”) customers, some banks
are tailor-made for those “living” online. These customers
are used to convenience of iPhone usability, to their social
environment and content on Facebook, and they need banks
at the junction of these two requirements. The most wellknown project is American Simple.
Bank Simple is the most awaited American startup in mobile
banking, personal accounting and credit cards. The main
appeal of Simple addressed to potential customers is: “Replace

Bank Simple: personified bank
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Log in Movenbank through social networks Facebook and Twitter: the user does not need to answer a long questionnaire

Movenbank is an innovator in the banking sector that “declined” the paper and plastic technologies*3. “Daily non-card bank” is an
exclusively new model of bank, which applies social, mobile and gamification technologies. The bank is the first to fully implement a new
scoring system based on analysis of social information from social networks*4. Movenbank combines the best aspects of both financial
services provider and customer-focused technical start-up. It integrates mobile, online engagement, social media and gamification into
a new kind of customer service. Movenbank uses social marketing in social networks: users can increase their credit score and receive
other benefits by referring friends to sign up for accounts*5. If the client introduces 20 Facebook friends, the bank adds 20 “basic points”
to the client’s saving account. Also, the client can get free p2p transfers. Moreover, the gaming aspect includes rewards and incentives for
good financial behavior, for example, for reaching savings goals, for paying off outstanding bills, for using your Movenbank App to pay
for a taxi or for making donations. Movenbank is not issuing plastic cards for its customers, and instead is utilizing the NFC (Near-Field
Communication) capability of a phone to act as a payment device. Already you can use a contactless card or your mobile phone to pay at
places like Best Buy, Walmart, CVS, GAP, McDonalds, Walgreens, KFC, Starbucks, 7-Eleven, National Car Rental, AMC Movie Theatres,
taxis in New York and San Francisco.

The use of NFC technology in order to pay for goods and services in various retail outlets in the U.S.: instant payments implemented by
the sticker, attached to the rear panel of the smartphone. The user is notified of the fact of the purchase.

MOBILE BANKS: FORGET ABOUT BANKS, IF YOU HAVE AN IPHONE!
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Your Bank! It is boring, odd, conservative, underdeveloped, it is
not on your side!” Even before the project was launched it had
a lot of fans in the U.S. and around the world, tens of thousands
of people were on a waiting list for a card and after the first
release in AppStore the application received a huge number of
downloads. Now the bank is trying to encourage saving with
goals (like SmartyPig, referred to further) and is struggling with
the scale of its IT-systems.

days, 800000 downloads in the first hundred days. Now the
app is being expanded outside the U.K. to Africa. What makes
this application unique? It is tailor-made for those “living”
constantly online. These people are used to convenience of
iPhone usability, to their social environment and content on
Facebook, and they need banks at the junction of these two
requirements. To start using the app you do not need to be
Barclays’ customer, you can simply download it from AppStore.
You do not have to remember account numbers and passport
details of your friends in order to make a transfer; you can just
select a person from your friends list on Facebook or from your
contacts on the phone. But the key features are design and
navigation: the bank’s style can be literally described as sexy.

Despite the fact that Simple is a very recent project, it already
has a number of followers around the world: Movenbank (one
of the founders – Brett King, the author of bestselling “Bank
2.0”), Instabank, RocketBank. The internet provider Yota is also
focused on initiating a similar financial startup.

According to Pew Research Center survey «The future of
money: Smartphone swiping in the mobile age», proponents
of “mobile wallets” argue that these systems hold a number
of advantages over the use of cash and credit cards for
payments. They argue that these systems are simpler and
more convenient for consumers, since users need only carry a
single all-purpose device rather than multiple forms of paper
and plastic. And because they are location-aware and can track
users’ shopping and purchasing behavior in real time, mobile

Beside Simple, which is an absolute leader in the industry,
there is probably less functional but more commercially
successful application PingIt. This is a startup of the British
Barclays bank. Although this bank has a pretty good mobile
bank, the independent project with a separate team managed
to amaze and sweep the market. There was barely any money
spent on the app promotion, but users like it so much that
they spread it like a virus: 120000 downloads in the first five

Payment application PingIt: how it works

1

Download PingIt application to smartphone

2

Register your mobile number and bank details.
Users then given five-digit PIN

3

Only smartphone users can send money. Any
registered mobile user can receive funds

4

Tap “make a payment” icon on screen

5

Enter UK mobile phone number of recipient

6

Send up to £300 a day

7

Money is sent immediately

8

Both parties receive a text to confirm payment

MOBILE BANKS: FORGET ABOUT BANKS, IF YOU HAVE AN IPHONE!

The main characteristics of Pingit users*

* www.infographicas.com/?p=1048
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wallet systems can offer advanced “personal shopping” (such
as recommendations and special deals based on one’s location
and past purchasing history) as well as improved loyalty
programs and targeted promotions from vendors (a modern
take on the “buy ten get one free” card, but with the card stored
digitally in the cloud). At the same time, critics have pointed
towards a number of factors that might limit the widespread
adoption of mobile payments. For starters, not everyone will
use a smartphone. Other analysts raised questions about
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whether credit card companies will move away from the
current profitable system in the developed world. Other
concerns include the potential susceptibility of NFC to hackers,
market fragmentation, and lack of interoperability of mobile
finance systems due to the many different platforms being
developed and implemented, and questions about whether
consumers will feel comfortable storing the intimate details of
their financial lives in the cloud.

6. PAYMENT SYSTEMS AND SERVICES:
LET’S GET RID OF OLIGOPOLY OF VISA,
MASTERCARD, AMEX & PAYPAL!
www.payfone.com

Starbucks Card
Mobile App

www.billtrust.com

www.bluekite.com

www.starbucks.com/coffeehouse/mobile-apps
www.remitly.com
www.bu.mp/company/labs

www.dwolla.com

www.vodacom.co.za

www.everbill.com

www.ezetap.com

www.wealthfront.com
www.unipay.ua
www.walletkit.com

www.wepay.com

www.privatbank.ua/ua/apps/fotokassa/
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the sphere of transfers and payments,
everything “spins” around mobile
phones anyway. Experts forecast that
mobile payments market is going to
be worth more than a trillion dollars by 2016 . But
the question is: who is going to get it – banks or
mobile producers?
The American payment system Dwolla has
challenged classic interbank transfers letting
its customers not pay interest to intermediates.
Payments less than $10 are wired by the system
free, and larger transfers cost only 25 cents
regardless the amount. All transactions are
conducted directly from the customer’s bank
account and credit or debit cards are completely
excluded, therefore the commission is not charged.
Ezatap, which was founded six months ago, is
focused on mobile payments. The project operating
on Kenyan and Indian markets has raised $3,5M
from Peter Thiel, co-founder of PayPal, and some
other private investors and funds. The solutions
used by Ezatap are not unique, but it is almost the
only project targeted at a densely populated and
rapidly growing continent.

The project WePay opposes closed architecture
and monopoly of PayPal, therefore WePay has
introduced an open platform to create PayPal
competitors. Forbes USA has recently named the
top five financial services of 2012 – Kickstarter,
Lending Club, Motif Investing, Wealthfront
(referred to further) and… WePay!
Payfone has announced its service for e-commerce
“1 touch checkout”: user links bank card to mobile
phone number or SIM-card, and then can make
purchases in online stores that have installed this
service with one click.
It is interesting to dwell upon the experience
of Billtrust (online billing and payment service
primarily meant for b2b but there are some b2c
solutions as well), Remitly (international mobile
money transfer system has raised an additional

investment round in order to expand to new
markets, currently the product supports transfers
from the U.S. to the Philippines) and Bluekite (new
service for U.S. immigrants which allows users in
the U.S. to pay the bills for their families abroad;
at the end of 2012 it raised $1,5M).
Starbucks conducts very interesting experiments
in mobile payments. It is to be recalled that in
early 2011 Starbucks Card Mobile App was issued,
with which you can link your card to your account,
preorder coffee, generate a QR code and pay your
purchases without a card with your phone. Over
42 million mobile transactions have been made
through the service since its launch. Inspired by
the success of Starbucks, McDonalds has started
similar tests with PayPal in France. In addition,
with the help of another startup called LevelUp
you can link all points of sale to payment system
through QR code, thus it allows users to link cards
and pay anywhere.
There are some interesting bank experiments with
money management based on such technologies
as Bump (mutual payments between individuals
by bumping two phones together) and Siri (voice
commands). It is assumed that in the near future in
the sphere of mobile finance we will be surprised
by Africa: the financial services penetration there
is very low, while the mobile penetration is high.
Such projects like m-Pesa (joint project of Indian
bank ICICI and British mobile operator Vodafone)
have recently emerged but are rapidly developing.
In Russia we should note the application
“FotoKassa” for iPhone and Android issued by
PrivatBank. The app allows paying bills by taking
picture and sending it to the bank. The company
promises that the payment will take about 10
seconds.
“Beeline” in cooperation with Alfa-Bank and
“Megafon” are making attempts to play on the
mobile payments market.
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Current balance

account name

archive of transactions and chat

made payments

User’s account

WePay was founded in April 2012 as the first collective payments platform*6. The startup has raised $19.2M in venture financing from
Y Combinator, August Capital and other funds*7. WePay enables clients to create insured account, which can be shared with the people
the user communicates with in a club, at home, at work and other places. Clubs, organizations and associations can use WePay to send
invoices, charge customer’s credit cards, accept payments and donations, and to ensure transparent spending structure. Mainly, it
is crucial to choose a responsible person who will become a “leader” of the group. The “leader” has control over account financials
and receives WePay VISA card. In general the “leader” sends electronic bills to group members and they choose to pay it either with
a credit card or with a bank account. When the funds have been allocated, the “leader” pays service provider in one of the following
ways: prepaid WePay VISA card, electronic transfer, or check. According to WePay, in 2012 its revenue increased several times, and
the number of employees grew twofold (compared to the previous year) up to 40 people. More than 70 thousand people collected
money over the year and about 500 thousand invoices were processed. For example, over $800K had been donated to the movement
Occupy Wall Street*8. The rapid growth can be explained that the service is focused not only on collective payments, but also creates
competition to other payment systems, primarily to PayPal. In the future it will focus on the creation of simple user interface and
usability for all the parties involved in payments.

Payments. Confirmation of payment requests when the bill is divided (for example, household costs).
The bill can be divided between several users that can pay using debit or credit cards. Taxes and other
fees are included in each part of the bill in addition to the amount of payment
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Making payment through Fotokassa application
How it works

How it works

Receipt Photo

Details
Choose your card

Fotokassa application allows
to make payment easily by
making a photo of the receipt.
The client needs PrivatBank
card and an iPhone

How it works

The PrivatBank staff receives
a photo of the receipt and
creates a payment& The client
will receive a message to
accept it. The scan of receipt
about payment the client can
have by the e-mai

The user takes photo of the
receipt and send it to the
PrivatBank staff. The money
will be transferred immediately

Fotokassa

Make a Payment

Details

It is necessary to apply the
account of PrivatBank at the
first time in order to make a
payment

The most popular online wallet is still “Yandex.
Money” (15% of Russians are using this service), and
starting from the 9th of February 2012 the service
allows transfers to Visa and MasterCard in 25
countries. In December 2012 Sberbank, the largest
state-owned bank in Russia, acquired 75% of the
share capital of “Payment System “Yandex.

Bump Pay: mutual payments between
individuals by striking phone each
other

Money” Ltd. for $60M, while “Yandex” preserved а
blocking stake (25% plus 5 cents). Thus, the entire
payment system was valuated at $80M. At the end
of the first nine months of 2012 the revenues of
“Yandex.Money” were $11,6M. However, analysts
and market experts were skeptical about the deal
– it is beneficial for Sberbank (it failed to establish
innovative services itself ), but for “Yandex” it is
questionable.
The company’s monopoly could be broken by PayPal,
which has received an NCO license in Russia and is
strengthening its position on the local market.

At the end of the year a well-known venture
entrepreneur Dave McClure and 500 Startups
selected the top 33 startups of the year – there
are a few financial projects on the list: UniPay
(mobile payment system in Brazil), WalletKit
(SaaS platform for inception and management of
mobile wallet) and Everbill (facilitates billing and
budgeting). We are waiting for their breakthrough
next year.
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In light of this ongoing debate, The Pew Internet
Project and Elon University’s Imagining the
Internet Center invited experts and other internet
stakeholders to offer their predictions on the
future of mobile payments, and what people’s
“wallets” might look like in 2020. Overall, a majority
of these respondents supported the scenario that
by 2020 most people will have embraced and
fully adopted the use of smart-device swiping for
purchases they make, nearly eliminating the need
for cash or credit cards. These experts feel that
the explosive growth in the use of smartphones
and other mobile devices, combined with the
convenience, security, and other affordances of
mobile payments systems, makes these systems
an obvious choice to replace established modes
of payment in day-to-day commerce. At the same
time, the expert respondents are divided on how

quickly this technology will displace established
transaction methods. In elaborating on their
predictions, a number of respondents indicated that
they expect this process to develop generationally,
with younger users jumping to abandon cash and
credit cards while their parents and grandparents
make the move to mobile payments slowly, if at all.
Some 65% agreed with the statement: “By 2020,
most people will have embraced and fully adopted
the use of smart-device swiping for purchases
they make, nearly eliminating the need for cash
or credit cards. People will come to trust and rely
on personal hardware and software for handling
monetary transactions over the internet and in
stores. Cash and credit cards will have mostly
disappeared from many of the transactions that
occur in advanced countries”.
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7. PERSONAL FINANCE:
FROM ACCOUNTING FOR THE WHOLE
FAMILY TO SEGMENTATION AND
FINANCIAL PLANNING

www.freshbooks.com

www.drebedengi.ru

www.given.to

www.alzex.com

www.hellowallet.com

www.coinkeeper.me

www.hellowallet.com

www.zenmoney.ru

www.personalcapital.com

www.mywishboard.com

www.smartypig.com

www.easyfinance.ru

www.moneydesktop.com

www.peoplelikeu.com.au

www.learnvest.com

www.coinc.es
www.simplyus.com

Small Sacrifices
www.unclepercy.co.nz

www.ingdirect.ca
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A

global leader and benchmark in family
accounting for the past few years has
been Mint by Intuit. But last year came
out projects that can change the current
situation pretty fast.
The online personal finance planner LearnVest is
becoming extremely popular in the U.S. Note: only
because it is designer specifically for women (this
affects the design and usability of the service).
It is called “Mint for women”. You can admire the
design of the project on the community page
facebook.com/learnvest! Undoubtedly, it is one
of the best visualizations of finance! The project
PersonalCapital was established as “Mint for the
rich”.
At the site Peoplelikeu every Australian can
compare personal financial results with the
results of other people of similar social status.
Here you can see how much money and on what
people are spending, how much savings they have.
Of course, personal information is not open for
public access, it is only summary data.
Another targeted service – SimplyUs – personal
financial planning for young couples.
Among nonsegmented offers that came out last
year one can distinguish personal finance manager
MoneyDesktop (no wonder the company was twice
awarded by Finovate – a key event in financial
innovations) and Hellowallet. On the Russian
market so far there are only weak equivalents:
EasyMoney (the most famous), “DrebeDengi” and
“Zenmoney”. “DrebeDengi” and “Zenmoney” have
native mobile apps, but the new startup Alzex
Finance was originally founded on the principle
of “mobile first”.
Some personal financial managers are designed
specifically for mobile phones, e.g. , American
FreshBooks and Russian CoinKeeper.
A great influence and synergetic effect on income
and expenditure planners have so-called wishlists
– partially entertaining tools for setting goals

of savings and purchases. A classic of the genre,
which turned into serious business, can be called
SmartyPig. The company Social Money, which has
launched it, announced in 2012 a new similar
project – Goal Saver. The particular program
is less entertaining and more serious than its
predecessor and targeted at “generation Y”. This
startup is white label for bankers and their clients.
Projects like SmartyPig were launched last year
by Given.to, as well as UnclePercy and MoneYou.
At the very end of the year was launched Coinc
by Spanish Bankinter. This project immediately
took €10M in deposits without special promotion.
The Canadian bank ING has launched a similar
mobile app Small Sacrifices, designed exclusively
for mobile and only for its customers, while Coinc
is positioned as an independent service with
broader functionality. In Russia there are no exact
equivalents in this sphere, although one can give
Mywishboard as an example.
It is expected that a major breakthrough in
personal accounting and assessment of wishlists’
impact will be made thanks to increasingly
popular personal financial planning systems.
There is a fundamental difference. Personal
accounting services are designed as a “speedup
system” where the user is “pushed” to spend
less and save more. However, it does not take
into account how much it is essential for this
person. Personal financial planners proceed from
the premise that ends are more important than
means. At the beginning a user is asked 100-200
questions about short-, medium- and long-term
goals, his relatives, existing and planned kids.
Then on the basis of statistical data and inbuilt
micro hypothesis the system draws up about a
hundred versions of life plan for the person who
has answered the questions: when and how much
he will have to work, how often he needs to strive
for wage increase, how much to spend and save,
what to quit and risk. As a result, the user selects
the most appropriate scenario, and on the basis of
risk profile the program quarterly offers the best
set of financial products for each goal. Only after
that the system “asks” the user to record income
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Expenses are displayed by categories

All bills are stored in one place

Mint.com is a personal financial management service*9. Mint receives the information about the user’s assets and liabilities from its clients’
banks through their online services. The Mint service tracks expenditures and savings and illustrates how to improve it, reminds about
events (for instance, payments for credits and withdrawal of deposits), designs and optimizes payment schedule. In other words, it does
everything for successful financial management. Mint is concerned about its security system as well. First of all, the service uses the same
security system as the top US banks*10. Secondly, Mint does not allow to transfer money, it only tracks expenditures and savings and
performs data analysis. Moreover, Mint has a smart advertising system inbuilt in it: the service is aware which banks, deposits, credit cards
and regular services the client uses and shows advertisements of competitors that have better conditions. For example, a bigger interest on
fixed term deposit. The same situation is with other services: for the sake of cost efficiency Mint might recommend a new mobile operator
or a new Internet service provider. Currently Mint.com has over 10 million registered users*11. The startup has raised over $31M in venture
capital funding within a few years from the funds DAG Ventures and Shasta Ventures, as well as from other investors including Ram
Shriram, an early investor in Google. Mint can connect with more than 16 thousand US financial institutions. The service has received 18
awards including awards from BusinessWeek, Time, Lifehacker, and Time Magazine, which called it “the best replacement of a personal
financial planner”. In 2009, Intuit acquired Mint for $170M, thus, stirring great interest in such services among different financial and IT
companies.

Automatical updates on withdrawal and loading
operations

Convinient imaging of costs

Investment’s information: comparison of user’s portfolio to the ones
that exist on the market
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Small Sacrifices: money transfers between financial goals

and expenses. However, in this case it is not a
goal in itself, but only a means of monitoring
whether the personal financial plan is observed.
Such solutions are currently available only in
b2b – Finantix and Figlo provide the appropriate
software for banks, but sooner or later they will

reach b2c. For instance, when Nespresso had
almost become bankrupt as a b2b project for
offices and restaurants, but it has become widely
known as b2c solution.
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8. WEB MONEY:
EXPANDING OFFLINE
www.bitinstant.com

www.bitcoin-central.net

www.bitpay.com
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itcoin is a decentralized digital currency
based on an open-source protocol that was
designed and created by a pseudonymous
developer (or a group of people) named
Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009.
Internationally,
bitcoins can be exchanged by personal computer
directly through a wallet «Computer file» file or
a «Website» website. Unlike most «Currencies»
currencies, bitcoin does not rely on a central issuer,
like a «Bank» bank or «Government» government.
Bitcoin uses a «Transaction log» transaction log
across a «Peer-to-peer» peer-to-peer «Computer
network» computer network to record «Electronic
funds transfer» transactions, «Verify» verify them
and prevent «Double spending» double spending.
The verification process awards effective bitcoin
«Node (networking)» nodes or «bitcoin miners»
with a limited release of bitcoins and «Transaction
fees» transaction fees (if any). This process requires
intense «Computer performance» computing
power, «Electricity» electricity and significant
«Investment» investment as it solves
«Hash
function» hashes through «Brute-force attack»
brute force to verify transactions and add them to
the network’s transaction log.

Over the past year there were some developments
within the framework of this universal digital currency
development.
One of the oldest e-currency exchanges Bitcoin - BitcoinCentral - gained a banking license last year. The license was
obtained in France, which means that the exchange will get
its IBAN (International Bank Account Number) in the coming
months, it will let use it as an ordinary bank, making regular
currency transfers, and the bank in its turn will automatically
convert it to Bitcoin. When all legal logistics are completed,
the bank customers will be able to get a payment card
and use it as usual to make transfers and deposits. Virtual
currency Bitcoin, used by a narrow circle of internet users
may become a real payment facility. However, in this case
the system will lose its main advantage – anonymity.
There is also a payment service BitPay for payments
between individuals, websites, merchants and banks
in digital currency. it is a similar program with PayPal
for Bitcoin. It has completed a seed funding round of
$510K from several angel investors. Previously the
project BitInstant has announced that it was going to
issue bank cards in this virtual currency.

Bitcoin Wallet Opportunities
1

Display of wallet balance in Bitcoin and various
other currencies

2

Sending and receiving of Bitcoin via NFC, QRcodes or Bitcoin URLs

3
4
1

2

3

4

Millibitcent and smaller values (0.0001)
Address book for regularly used recipients
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9. FACEBOOK FINANCIAL EXPERIMENTS:
IS IT POSSIBLE TO INTEGRATE A BANK
INTO A SOCIAL NETWORK?

www.ribbon.co

www.paytap.com
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ot long ago, a reliable company, Gartner,
published research stating that social
networks are entering the business of
insurance and banking and CNN got
into an argument with its audience that Facebook
will soon provide financial services. This forecast
of Gartner and CNN is pretty justified. In some
counties Facebook has successfully sold some
pilot financial services, at the same time the
social network has already accumulated huge
amounts of data about its users (which can be
used for risk assessment of borrowers). At the
same time investors require better monetization
from Zuckerberg. In addition to Facebook, which is
expected to penetrate the banking market, there
are some successful projects in social networks –
both bank-affiliated and independent.
For example, the Malaysian bank СIMB is “lobbying”
young people where they communicate— in
Facebook, promoting products through its app. The
bank managed to attract more than 90 thousand
new customers from this segment over one year.
The project is designed for young people from
12 to 25 years old. According to the bank, users
of this age are easier to attract and “anchor” for
a lifetime. Therefore, the main offer is a savings
account with regular deposits. In addition, the
product can be used for daily payments: it comes
together with a debit card with remote service
including mobile banking.
The African First National Bank has recently
launched mobile application, which integrates
with Facebook account and the New Zealand ASB
Bank receives 10% of mobile payments through
Facebook.
Two independent payment systems for social
networks were established last year — Ribbon
and PayTap. The latter was launched in the U.S. in
autumn 2012. PayTap allows to split bills among
friends and family by sending notifications via
Facebook, Twitter or e-mail. The innovation idea
is based on the situation when something is
paid for not by one person but by a number of
people. For instance, children together support

elderly parents, or family members split utilities
and other payments. PayTap offers an elegant
and simple solution. PayTap charges one dollar
per transaction. Payments can be tied to your
calendar. For instance, someone agrees to pay a
bill not immediately, but after a certain period of
time. Then the system will send a notification in
advance.
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10. COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT SCHEMES:
FROM CROWDFUNDING TO
CROWDINVESTING
www.angel.co

www.indiegogo.com

www.oneshare.com

www.secondmarket.com

www.thefundersclub.com

www.uniquestockgift.com

www.gofundme.com

www.kickstarter.com

www.loyal3.com

www.petridish.org

www.rockethub.com

www.smallknot.com

welcome.sharespost.com
www.holvi.com
www.circleup.com
www.fondomat.com
www.crowdtilt.com

www.smartmarket.net
www.giveashare.com
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ollective investments comprise the
most interesting and promising trend
after mobile acquiring. In early 2012
the reliable magazine Fast Company
named the world’s 50 most innovative companies,
including KickStarter and SecondMarket, which
are now to be discussed.
The most popular crowdfunding project is, of
course, KickStarter. However, this is not a very
big business poorly scalable to other countries.
Nonetheless, it will be touched upon at the end
of the chapter.
Over the course of 2012 Kickstarter claims that a
total of 2,24M people pledged a total of $320M
to 18000 projects (since its inception KickStarter
has overpassed $376M turnover ; funded nearly
34000 projects, 274,6 of them were from the U.S.),
and expanded to the British market (previously
there was only an American service, though it
accepts projects from all over the world).
Last year the ТОР-10 best investments illustrates
the business trend towards entertainment:
designers of watches compatible with iPhone
raised $10,2M (requested $100K), designers of the
game Double Fine raised $3,3M (while required
$400K) for the launch of the project, designer Casey
Hopkins and ElevationLab raised $1,4M (requested
$75K) for development of a convenient charging
device Elevation Dock for iPhone, performer and
songwriter Amanda Palmer raised $1,2M for new
album (the initial request was ta the amount of
$100K ), the online strip Penny Arcade received
$528K (requested $250K), the project LowLine by
Delancey Underground allocated $155K (requested
$100K) for the installation of solar batteries for
natural illumination of 1,5 acres on the Lower
East Side, the company NanoSatisfi raised $106K
for the launch of a tiny satellite ArduSat for mass
usage (initially the company asked for $35K), the
production company Rescue raised $20K during
the second round for additional distribution of
its documentary about schools “Brooklyn Castle”,
homeless Daniel Mustard received from investors
$16K for his debut album (the requested amount

was $15K), the design duo Mary Huang and Jenna
Fizel, co-founders of Continuum Fashion, raised
$11K (although they requested only $10K) for
a 3D-printing service. The earlier successful
investments include $700K raised by Josh Guyot
for development of the project, which allows you
to convert your iPhone into remotely controlled
video camera, while Enrique Allen received
support for publication of his book “Designer
Founders”.
Projects from Russia and CIS are also actively
placed on the service – there are separate odd
posts on the topic, as well as communities on
Facebook. Sometimes these publications of
startups turn up to be successful. However, it
is a mistake to believe that all good projects
always “shoot up”: there is a bunch of good ideas
on the web, which fail to attract the amount
required for their implementation (although the
service representatives assure that the share of
successful projects is about 40%). The average
check amount on the service is 25. It is enough
to make a financial contribution to approximately
10 startups.
One of the major project innovations introduced
last year is the publication of open statistics: the
metric includes information about raised funds
and success ration in 13 different categories
(movies, music, design, technology, food, theater
etc.). Mainly the first three categories are the
most popular, they account for over a half of the
raised funds.
Currently Kickstarter is testing the video-centric
version of its site – the main idea is that people
do not want to read about projects, it is more
interesting to watch their promo video. If you’re
bored with a video, you hit the arrows to skip.
KickStarter has a lot of “clones” around the world,
e.g. , the Czech Fondomat, Finnish Holvi, American
Gofundme, Indiegogo (unlike KickStarter it
actively cooperates with non-US projects and
promotes projects to potential donors itself ),
Rockethub and Crowdilt (among its achievements
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– the launch of open API offering the ability to
develop a similar platform). In fact there are many
more such projects. In Russia alone, there are
about 20 “clones”.
However, the experiments with narrowly targeted
platforms are more interesting. For instance, the
new crowdfunding project Petridish is the same
as Kickstarter, but in scientific sphere. Petridish
founders want to give a chance to university
professors, graduate students and young scientists,
who are looking for funding for their research and
startups.
Nevertheless, all these projects have a nuance:
there is a lot of fuss surrounding them, but from a
business viewpoint, they demonstrate a low level
of average check and small turnover in general.
This is the result of the fact that their users do
not really feel involved in the business, in which
they invest. It is possible only when a client gets
a share in a project for his money. That is why
the platforms like Secondmarket and Sharespost
– online markets for private shares (or eBay for
shareholders) – have a way bigger average check
and turnover. For example, the annual turnover
of Secondmarket is over $500M (the platform
charges 3-5% of a transaction as commission).
More or less similar situation in Russia is with
SmartMarket.
In the survey «The Venture Crowd. Crowdfunding
equity investment into business» its authors Liam
Collins and Yannis Pierrakis introduce crowdfunding
classification: Donation crowdfunding, Reward
crowdfunding, Crowdfunded Lending, Equity
crowndfunding (form of contribution – investment;
form of return, which is not suggested by all
crowdfunding models, - return on investment in
time if the business does well, in addition, most
likely intangible benefits; motivation of funder
– combination of intrinsic, social and financial
motivation). We believe that the latter type
crowdinvesting (or Equity crowndfunding, as
called by the authors of the previous study) will
be the most widespread.
Also in 2012 the American communications
service for investors and startups Angel List (in
cooperation with SecondMarket) started accepting
funds not only from professional investors, but

also micro investments from newcomers. Now
everyone who has got $1000 can become an
investor, though his influence on the company
management will be very limited. Within the first
30 days over $12M were invested through the
website.
There is another very interesting project called
Loyal3, which has not been launched yet. The
platform allows users to easily buy stocks from
companies they love directly from their Facebook
pages. It is some kind of combination of “Like!”
button with the stock exchange: these are not
investments in yield, but investments in business,
which has a positive effect on the user’s life.
There are some other interesting services of this
type. SmallKnot facilitates investments but its
main principle is: “Invest in Local Businesses!” It
is one of the Warren Buffett’s “golden rules”.
Online venture capital firm Thefundersclub has
recently facilitated the launch of a new Chinese
e-commerce startup. FundersClub itself is
supported by Y Combinator, which has claimed it
will fund startups on this platform to some extent.
CircleUp (among its investors - Howard Schultz,
СЕО Starbucks) is aimed at investments in real
SMEs, “real products, and real employees”; in the
business the client understands and can “see”.
Unlike KickStarter, even if a startup failed to raise
the full amount needed, the platform still gives
its users’ money (KickStarter in this case gives it
back to investors). And it will be an investment,
but not a donation in exchange for a product or
other benefit.
There are some football clubs that were sold to
fans in small fractions on the web. Petr Aven from
Alfa-Bank proposed in Russia something like that,
when he publically suggested that “Spartak” football
club owners to sell it.
Sites like GiveAShare, OneShare or Uniquestockgift
sell shares of public companies without opening
a brokerage account – they specialize in trading
shares of those publicly traded corporations that
offer their shareholders special certificates of
hold. Not all companies do this (Apple abandoned
the certificates a few years ago), but Facebook
does. GiveAShare, OneShare or Uniquestockgift
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Find your
favorite local
business

SE
CA

SmallKnot

Invest in it it

Get rewarded

Get your money

SmallKnot is a crowdfunding network for those who care about their neighbors and local area*12. The startup is popular in the U.S.,
where people often live in communities and improve and develop their infrastructure. People publish in SmallKnot their requests
for investments (reconstruction of local cafes, cleaning in parks, and development of products that are useful in the household) in
exchange for services in the future. For example, a $25 investment in a local bar in Brooklyn currently rewards backers with $35 bar
tab and a free bowl of pretzels, while a $250 pledge gains donors a party for eight people. People invest in business within a few miles
and allocate about $2000-15000. The system uses an all-or-nothing funding platform. It means that project founders receive money
only when the full amount is reached*13. If they fail to allocate the requested amount, then the funds go back to investors. The startup
is currently operational in two US cities, however it is going to expand.

Detailed information about the nearest current company: geolocation, the amount of
funds raised, investors, project status, etc
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offer shares at market price, but their services will
cost you extra $40. A buyer only has to choose
a company he is interested in and fill in a short
blank with name and address.
One of the major online crowdfunding growth
drivers in some countries is governmental support,
including legislative. Crowdfunding was called a
“Game Changer” by president Obama who signed a
new law in 2012 (Jumpstart Our Business Startups
Act or JOBS Act), capping the amount a company
can raise via equity-based crowdfunding at $1M
in a year. The new law (JOBS Act) which allows
individuals to invest up to 5% of their income
through crowdinvesting (or Equity Crowdfunding)
can considerably increase the volume of
innovation investments. The law shall come into
force in 2013, although initially it was supposed
to happen until the end of 2012. U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission is responsible for that.
However, the commission is assisted not only by
crowdfunding companies (Rockethub, Indiegogo,
Kickstarter etc.), but also by CFIRA – Crowdfund
Intermediary Regulatory Advocates, a special
NGO established to lobby JOBS Act. Another NGO

assisting this law enforcement is FINTRA which
published in January an interim funding portal
from.
It is interesting to explore the crowdfunding
perspective in the sphere of place marketing. The
Italian government has recently published a draft
of country development, attempting to raise funds
from the residents via the internet. In late 2012
the British government introduced SME support
initiative through crowdinvesting: it acted as
investor and lender at the platforms CircleUp
and Zopa, having invested in projects £30M (see
below).
In Russia crowdfunding is perceived either as an
initiative of good people raising money for good
projects or as a disputable financial investment
mechanism, something like a pyramid investment
scheme. Meanwhile, despite its apparent
simplicity, crowdfunding is not just another way to
raise investment but a new breakthrough solution
to the economy’s efficiency problem of individual
companies and entire countries.

Top 5 the most purchased shares in 2012 at OneShare.com
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*

In 2012

2,241,475 people
pledged a total of

$319,786,629
and successfully funded

18,109 projects
backers pledged

$606.76 per minute
570,672

50,047

people backed two
or more projects

people backed ten
or more projects

452 people backed 100 or more projects
People in 177 countries backed a project in 2012

Of Kickstarter’s 13 creative categories
Games had the most money pledged at

$83,000,000
* www.kickstarter.com/year/2012
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11. P2P: THE RAPID GROWTH IN THE
DAYS OF DISTRUST IN TRADITIONAL
BANKS
www.commonbond.org

www.wonga.com

www.lendingclub.com

uk.zopa.com

www.credberry.ru
www.prosper.com
www.mili.ru
www.spotloan.com
www.platiza.ru

www.societyone.com.au
www.isepankur.ee

P2P: THE RAPID GROWTH IN THE DAYS OF DISTRUST IN TRADITIONAL BANKS

At

the end of 2012 in the midst of the
first wave of the economic crisis,
Harvard Business Review magazine
forecasted a sharp breach of trust
in banks and rise of p2p lending, namely lending
without any intermediation of banks (the best
known in this sphere are Prosper, Lending Club
and Zopa).
Lending Club took the lead and became the
absolute leader in this field. First of all, former
Morgan Stanley СЕО John Mack has joined the
board of Lending Club. The news was perceived
by the market players as a signal that p2p lending
was no longer “a cool toy”, but a serious “mature”
business. Secondly, Lending Club (founded in
2007) surpassed at the end of last year $1B
turnover — that is how much money 80000
borrowers received from 45000 investors (return
on investment is between 5,7-13%). By January
2013 the platform is expected to be lending at
the rate of $100M per month.

Lending Club Statistics*
Resume (from 05/01/2007 to 01/22/2013)
Funded Loans

$1,265,926,525

Declined Loan Requests

$10,215,058,404

Interest Paid to Investors

$108,446,099

Zopa, the oldest p2p lending site, has lent over £250M
(making it the UK market leader, though there are
similar platforms) and attracted a new strategic investor
(Augmentum Capital).
Some unusual projects were launched in 2012
– American Commonbond (p2p lending service
for students) and Australian SocietyOne. We are
wondering what’s going to happen next year with the
Estonian project isePankur. It was founded four years
ago and the number of its users is constantly growing,
although the total turnover is not impressive.
Crowdinvesting sites (see above) have become very
popular in the sphere of p2p lending for SME inception.
Another microfinance threat is coming from online
services “payday loans” like Wonga. The speaker
at the conference “Money of the Future”, author of
bestselling “Bank 2.0” and “Bank 3.0” and co-founder
of Movenbank, Brett King has recently written that
he is interested not only in the rapid growth of p2p
lending, but also in general development of microlending on the web. In particular, Wonga platform,
which as of June 2012 had racked up more than
5,2M in microloans and is expected to exceed $1B
of revenue in 2013. In addition, in 2012 Wonga
extended its loans to small businesses (£3K —£1K).
Last year in the U.S. was launched a new online
microfinance startup Spotloan (ex-ZestCash) seeking
for 20% of American market.

Total Loans Funded
Lending Club has issued $1,265,926,535 in loans
to date

Jan 2013

Oct

Dec

Nov

Sept

Jul

Aug

Jun

Apr

May

Feb

Mar

Jan 2012

Oct

Dec

Nov

Sept

Jul

Aug

Jun

Apr

May

Feb

Mar

Jan 2011

1,180М
1,050М
920М
790М
660М
530М
400М
270М
140М
10М

In Russia Maksim Nogotkov, owner of the group of
companies “Svyaznoy”, has launched online microfinance
business (similar to Zopa.com). The new organization called
Credberry already has its website allowing individuals
lend and borrow money. There is a similar project credery.
com in the Ukraine. Substitutes of Wonga spring up like
mushrooms: in late 2012 the investment fund Finam
Global announced the launch of the first microfinance
institution in Russia called Platiza, which is going to lend
online; another recently launched project is called Mili.

* www.techcrunch.com/2012/11/06/the-p2p-lending-experiment-lending-club-surpasses-1b-in-personal-loans-hits-profitability
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Mobile version: possibilities of choosing the
amount of credit, payment due date, automatically
calculating the percentage rate and the date of
credit acceptance

SE
CA

Wonga

Welcome page of Wonga mobile application
includes the offer of loans

British site Wonga.com offers short-term cash loans*14. First-time visitors can initially apply for up to £400 for a term of 30 days. The
users who have earned good reputation and high rating can apply for more in the future. The company checks user’s credit records in
order to determine user’s credit worthiness. This is done using integrated sophisticated system which analyses customer’s reputation and
information stored in databases of financial institutions. If everything is fine with credit record and payments and the borrower has a
steady income, the client can get a loan for 30 days (or for a shorter period) within 15 minutes*15. Money from Wonga is transferred at the
user’s bank account. The amount can be collected from a debit card. In case the user prefers to pay an invoice the funds are transferred
to the service provider or the company chosen by the customer. The loan is to be repaid at the time period identified by the customer,
which means that the client determines the repayment period (within one month). The customer should deposit funds to the account and
Wonga withdraws the required amount (loan and interest) from the card. Since its launch Wonga.com had funded over 5 million loans.
According to the service founders, Wonga.com is the first fully automated loan processing system.

Online version: possibilities of choosing the amount of credit, payment due date, automatically calculating the percentage rate and the date of credit
acceptance
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Spotloan
The model starts by considering
thousands of variables.

RAW DATA

Model computes implicit
relationships, transforms best
variables into most useful form.

TRANSFORMED DATA

Transformed variables are combined
into meta-variables describing
specific aspects of a borrower.

META VARIABLES

2
Meta-variables are fed into
different models, each with a
different ‘skill’.

MODELS

Each model ‘votes’, scores
ensembled for a final decision.

ENSEMBLED ANSWERS

Models Ensembled answers

Spotloan (ex-ZestCash) is a microfinance project providing small loans, on the average, $400-600 for the term from one to eight
months*16. Spotloan’s distinguishing feature is the application of innovative technologies for credit scoring. Hollerith is a scoring
system, which processes data from different sources using so-called Google-learning techniques in conjunction with traditional
sources of risk assessment. As a consequence, the company can lend to a larger number of people including those who were previously
rejected by traditional financial institutions. The method is based on complex mathematic models that facilitate analysis of various
data, such as mobile and rent payments, etc. Since it was launched in autumn 2011, Spotloan had disbursed 3000 loans worth several
millions dollars. The number of loans doubles every month. Majority of micro-loans are requested for immediate needs like car
repairs or medical care. The cost of borrowing is 190-330%*17. Spotloan also proposes a new scheme of loan repayment, when
borrower repays principal and interest in equal amounts weekly for several months. Spotloan does not have branches, while all
operations are conducted online. After the application is filled in online, the manager gives a call to the borrower and the loan is being
approved during the phone conversation. Weekly payment is automatically withdrawn from a special account of the borrower; thus,
the borrower has to make sure that the required amount is available in the account.

Formation of individual loan
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12. ONLINE CONSUMER LENDING:
HOW TO RECEIVE A LOAN WHILE
VISITING ONLINE STORE?

www.vsevcredit.ru

www.vdolg.ru

www.stripe.com

www.kreditech.com

www.paymill.com

ONLINE CONSUMER LENDING: HOW TO RECEIVE A LOAN WHILE VISITING ONLINE STORE?

T

he e-commerce market is growing
extensively in Russia. According to various
estimates, the profit of Russian internet
seller in 2011 amounted to $11-14B
(excluding tourism and discount vouchers). Thus, the
share of the TOP-100 online stores accounted for
27-40% of the market. Online shopping is becoming
easier and often cheaper. Thus, e-commerce volumes
increase: in the first half of 2012 they grew by 30%,
while the traditional trade market within the same
period grew by 11%. In 2012 the internet acquiring
turnover increased up to $6B. In 2011 its volume
was $3,5B (the total acquiring market is estimated at
$38—40B). The growing demand for online shopping
attracted attention of banks and other financial
institutions, which started signing agreements
with e-stores and offering online lending to their
customers.
According to a major online retailer Enter, 10%
of online stores registered in Moscow offer their
customers the option of buying on credit.
TCS-bank has drawn a social portrait of a typical
e-commerce borrower: mostly male (70%), average
age – 31 years, average income – about $1340 a
month, over 40% with higher education, 37% married.
TCS-bank, which has always been focused on credit
cards, was one of the first to start e-commerce
lending. Unlike the credit card segment with its
high competition, the e-commerce lending market is
only shaping and it gives unlimited opportunities
for growth and development.
If you have a look at market interest rates for such
loans, then the ruble loan at 35-70% p.a. does not
seem to be an attractive proposal. However, it is
considered normal on the online lending market,
while the market itself is growing, though not very
fast.
Startups that apply a credit broker model are
emerging on the market of online credit purchases.
Vadim Kurin and Gregory Berenshtein, former
co-owners of ISP NetByNet acquired last year
by “MegaFon” for $270M, funded online lending
service “Vse v credit”. Customers of online shops
with installed “Vse v credit” module can choose
“buy on credit” option and fill in online application.
It is processed within an hour by partner-banks

of the service. If the application is approved, the
credit manager arrives to the customer to sign
an agreement. “Vse v credit” module has already
been installed in “1С-Bitrix” – Russia’s largest site
constructor. Now any e-commerce constructed on
“1С-Bitrix” platform can sell on credit by using “Vse
v credit” web application. There is one more Russian
mutual lending service called “Vdolg.ru” disbursing
loans in online stores.
Following the example of retail banks and web
startups, microfinance institutions started lending
in online stores and the first to provide this service
was the company called “Domashnie dengi”.
In the first quarter of 2013 “Russian Post” is going
to start lending in online stores.
The future of online consumer lending both
in Russia and around the world belongs to big
data-driven credit scoring (made up of things like
social graph data etc.). The project Kreditech, the
cloud big data-driven credit scoring, has raised
$4M from Blumberg Capital.
Online acquiring development is another growth
driver not only for online consumer lending but
also for e-commerce. In January 2012 Paymill,
the Rocket Internet incubated online acquiring
service that offers users an open API to integrate
card transaction and is a competitor of Stripe,
raised €10M in funding for development.
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13. FINANCIAL SOCIAL NETWORKS: FROM
SPECULATIONS TO COMMUNICATION
AND INVESTMENT IDEAS
www.stocktwits.com

www.etoro.ru

www.currensee.com
www.thinktwice.ru

www.motifinvesting.com

FINANCIAL SOCIAL NETWORKS: FROM SPECULATIONS TO COMMUNICATION AND INVESTMENT IDEAS

T

here is a boom of targeted social
networks around the world - for doctors,
athletes, etc. The rapid growth of social
networking for traders (eToro, CurrenSee
and StockTwits) happened not in 2012, but in
2011. Let us recall the underlying idea of such
networks: an experienced trader operating with
stocks, bonds, and currency pairs starts his blog,
charges a subscription fee and publishes his trade
recommendations. If they are interesting and have
a positive impact on trade results, more and more
newcomers subscribe to it. The platform charges
commission for collection of a subscription fee.
Another interesting project of the year 2012 –
Motif Investing – allows you to invest not in shares
of specific companies (usually with short-term,

speculative purposes), but in investment ideas
(motifs). It requires a long-term and fundamental
analysis. From the point of view of motifs, the
funds are investment not only for returns but also
for the benefit of ideas shared by investors.
Such projects are surprisingly wide-spread in Russia.
The social network for investors (not only for traders)
ThinkTwice! attracts among others to the platform
modern art galleries, enoteche, developers, collectors
of antique, brands, etc. Talking about the modern art
objects, the deal can be compared with securities sale:
there is market growth on assets every year, a certain
liquidity volume, etc. Thus, the platform significantly
extends the concept of investment, making it more
accessible and popular for users.

Opportunities for social network for traders eToro

The possibility to follow users in news block

The possibility to view the ranking of the best traders
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14. AGGREGATORS:
A CRUSADE AGAINST CARDS

www.pay.jumio.com

www.walla.by

www.card.io

www.lemon.com

www.icache.com

AGGREGATORS: A CRUSADE AGAINST CARDS

A

merica has not completely got rid of
check books; Russia has not been fully
transferred to the mass use of credit
cards, while numerous web startups are
fighting against banks or any other cards in our
wallet.
Credit card scanning startup Jumio raised last
year another $32M from Andreessen Horowitz,
Eduardo Saverin, Facebook co-founder, and other
venture investors, as well as announced its first
travel application.
Another service– Lemon – is aimed at replacing
the contents of your wallet with the help of cloud
solutions.
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The American company iCache Inc. has announced
the release of a digital wallet Geode for iPhone 4
and 4S. Besides the fact that it protects the
smartphone, it also stores data about your credit,
debit and discount cards in the internal memory.
Wallaby combines all your credit cards into your
phone and then decides which of your credit cards
is better to use in this particular store. The system
takes into account the information about bonus,
loyalty and other programs.
It should be noted that Apple and Google (see
above) are also struggling with bank cards as a
tangible from.

The PayPal payment system acquired Card.
io, which has developed credit card scanning
technology for smartphones.

Scan and confirm banking cards and ID using Jumio
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Geode

Accesing the wallet with the use of the finger print technology

Information on current offers and campaigns

Geode from iCache is a secure, digital wallet for iPhone. Geode stores credit, debit and loyalty cards in one secured platform*18.
Geode applies the biometric fingerprint technology to ensure that only the correct user can access the data. The user should make a
quick finger swipe in order to enter the system. There is also an optional self-erase fail-safe system built into the Geode, which can
be programmed for a specific time frame in case of loss or theft. The digital wallet system works as follows: existing credit and debit
cards are swiped into the Geode via an included card reader, while loyalty cards can be added by taking a photo with the iPhone’s own
camera*19. Then you can access your cards with the GeoCard app by tapping the appropriate card icon. iCache had raised $352 918
through KickStarter for the launch of the project, while it requested $50 000 in April 2012. As a result, the project raised seven time
the amount requested.

Full information about the user’s
card, and his personal data
(expiration, SVV, recent use of the
card)

An overview of all types of cards available to the user: bonus cards, loyalty cards, prepaid
cards and etc.
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15. B2B: MISSED OPPORTUNITIES

www.ZenPayroll.com
www.my-apps.com

www.pncsites.com/CFO
www.kontur-elba.ru

www.ecwid.ru

www.moedelo.org

B2B: MISSED OPPORTUNITIES

In

late August 2012 Businessweek
magazine
published
an
article
“Enterprise Startups Come of Age”,
assessing
prospects
of
startups
focused on corporate segment. In short, technology
startups neglect b2b market segment amounting at
$500B. Google has issued The Mobile Playbook – a
guide for traditional sector companies, explaining
the reasons to be present in mobile and how it
impacts business. Clearly those mobile apps are
not suitable for all companies, but in general the
traditional business exposure to remote channels
is considerably underestimated. Perhaps this is due
to the fact that there are quite a few services in the
SME sector that ease their online access (unlike
larger companies that can develop their own
web and mobile services). All interesting finance
related services, for example, Basecamp (Russian
equivalent – “Megaplan”), has been launched long
ago and did not demonstrate any fundamental
changes last year. In Russia we see the ongoing
rapid development of online bookkeeping services
for SMEs – “Moe delo” and “Elba”.
Late last year the Y Combinator graduate raised
$6,1B for ZenPayroll – cloud-based payroll service.
There are some very interesting online services
in the sphere of personal finance monitoring,
consulting, cash flow management and forecasting
implemented by Australian banks PNC (PNC CFO
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product) and ANZ (company financial management
via smartphone).
Venture fund Runa Capital invested $1,5M in an
international project from Russia called Ecwid. A
company from Ulyanovsk promotes online store
constructor, which facilitates e-commerce on any
website, including social networks.
There is another very interesting project for SMEs
in Russia, which has been initially launched as
international – mobile application constructor
MyApps. It allows you without any special skills in
15 minutes create mobile application for yourself
or your business. Everyone will be able to find and
download it from AppStore, GooglePlay or any other
mobile platform. Your clients will know your company
address and phone number, see available items
with updated prices, will be able to purchase them
directly from phone with credit card or on credit,
will automatically receive discounts and bonuses
inbuilt in the app. The service proposes SMEs to
start operating on web 3.0 as far as the number of
smartphones and tablets among potential customers
is growing, and they are used for internet access
and online shopping more frequently than desktop
computers. The service has been recently released in
AppStore and immediately attracted great attention
of users from the U.S., China and Russia

B2B: MISSED OPPORTUNITIES
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ZenPayroll

Personal account provides access to features and information: information board, history of employees’
wages, a list of current employees, adding of new employees, company information, location of offices,
bonuses, company letterhead

ZenPayroll is a cloud-based payroll service. The program enables its customers to monitor and manage their funds, accounts,
payments and other financial tools*20. The system helps companies to handle their payroll and bonuses. All government payroll
taxes and reporting are taken care of automatically. ZenPayroll has processed millions of dollars in payroll and their customers
span a wide variety of businesses, from flower shops to technological startups. Currently the project has about 50 customers*21.
ZenPayroll’s mission is to make payroll as simple and intuitive as possible using the principles and tools of modern software. The
payroll market today is filled with unnecessary layers of complexity, manual tasks and numerous fees. ZenPayroll was built to fix this.
The company was launched with $6.1M in seed funding from Google Ventures and investments from the CEOs at Yammer, Box, Yelp
and Dropbox*22.

Possibility of adjusting the hours of employees, to make overtime payment, bonuses indicate refund
money and etc.
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16. LOVE FOR MONEY: INTEGRATION OF
LOYALTY SERVICES AND FINANCE
www.cartera.com

www.edointeractive.com

www.consmr.com

www.yodlee.com

www.publikdemand.com

www.pingbox.ru

www.refer.ly

www.shopfee.ru

LOVE FOR MONEY: INTEGRATION OF LOYALTY SERVICES AND FINANCE

T

he recent research by Accenture 2011
Global Consumer Research Study (The
New Realities of “Dating” in the Digital
Age: Are Customers Really Cheating,
or Are You Just Not Paying Enough Attention?)
describes integration of banks and online in
the fight for the customers’ loyalty. Individual
approach, loyalty rewards, quick reply to Facebook
posts — it is just a short list of what consumers
demand now from restaurants, banks and airlines.
Learn to predict a breakup, segment client base
and communicate more with users online – it is
the short answer to demands of the new “digital”
consumer, recommended by the international
consulting company Accenture on the results of
questioning over 10 thousand consumers in 27
countries. Although loyalty programs comprise a
separate business line, they are tightly connected
with cards and banks, and therefore are considered
here.
Last year was launched Refer.ly, it is Y Combinator
graduate, which allows users to earn every time
they recommend a product or service.
Another service but this time for iPhone – Consmr.
It allows you to get relevant tips on the products
purchased in supermarkets and stores based on
the opinion analysis of friends and other people
of similar preferences.
Many experts have distinguished among the
speakers at the Finovate 2012 conference in San
Francisco a company called edo, which announced
its “geocommerce” offers. The new service allows
you to create special deals and award bonuses
to customers on the basis of geotargeting and
customers’ transaction history. There is no need to
install extra devices in stores, train staff or install
new software, while consumers do not need to
print coupons or anything else like that. edo is
something like a united Foursquare and Groupon
but without spam, unnecessary devices and
actions, more personalized according to customer
preferences.
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The experiments of American Express payment
system in the sphere of geosocial services also
deserve attention. The company has launched
a high-profile joint campaign with Foursquare.
It should be noted that Амeх has established
its $100M venture fund to invest in interesting
startups, as well as initiated development of its
open platform for digital wallets and payment
systems Serve.
Another interesting project – Publikdemand
– proposed monetization of complaint books.
Unhappy consumers post complaints against a
company which provides them services, and if the
company does not react or reacts improperly, the
consumer announces his or her willingness to
change service provider. Everything is integrated
with social networks and other users can support
such consumer and together with him choose a
more suitable company, while competitors publish
their tempting offers, thus, creating incentives for
potential customers.
Some similar experiments are also being conducted
nowadays in Russia (for example, Shopfee and
PingBox), but it is too early to make any conclusions
or forecasts. Data aggregation services like yodlee.
com (it aggregates data on accounts and transactions
in different banks, it is serving over 30 million users,
the system was providing its services to Mint early
in its career) and Cartera (platform for inception,
aggregation and management of loyalty programs
for banks, merchants and clients) are needed, in
order to be able to build in Russia loyalty systems
like edo or personal accounting services like Mint.
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17. T-COMMERCE + ME-COMMERCE =
PERSONALIZATION AT THE TABLET
LEVEL

T-COMMERCE + ME-COMMERCE = PERSONALIZATION AT THE TABLET LEVEL

In

The Mobile Playbook by Google it
is stated that tablet computers will
dramatically change consumption of
paid (including financial) services:
e-commerce has been replaced by m-commerce,
and now it is the turn of t-commerce. Within the
framework of e-banking we shall probably expect
t-banking, not simply mobile and internet banking.
For instance, Amazon starts to independently
subsidize the cost of its tablet computer Kindle in
order to earn not on sales of the device rather on
market expansion and content. Barclays bought
8500 iPads for its financial consultants in an
effort to improve service levels – it increases the
quality and convenience of data presentation,
while tablet functions allow you to personalize
proposals.
Now let’s turn aside from t-commerce and idea to
subsidize devices in order to increase customer
base and traffic through their distribution. Let’s
talk about another trend – me-commerce. Forbes
forecasts a new trend in service consumption
– me-commerce: it suggests that a company
provides users with tools that allow them to

US consumer tablet owner forecast,
2011 to 2016*
Current forecast: US tablet
owners (millions)
Previous forecast: US tablet owners
(millions)

individualize products. For instance, the new
startup Custommade connects people who
want to receive such a service or product from
manufacturers and suppliers that are ready to
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customize their communication with consumers.
There are some more web services for creating
goods “just for me”. American entrepreneur and
chief editor of Fast Company magazine William
Taylor also puts personalization at the top of
agenda.
At the junction of these two trends are tabletization
and personalization. Our fund “Life.SREDA” has
launched a new product for its customers called
LifePAD. It’s a free tablet (optional – iPad 3 or
Samsung Tab 2 branded by FG “Life”), which is
given for rent. The tablet has a preinstalled plastic
device and application for card payments through
LifePay (Russian version of Square), as well as the
best financial and business apps: My-Apps.com,
“GosUslugi”, “MegaPlan” (Basecamp equivalent),
“Elba” (web bookkeeping for SMEs), “Zenmoney”
(personal accounting – Mint equivalent), 2GIS,
“Consultant+” (legal advice), mobile banking of
the Financial Group LIFE for private individuals
and legal entities, TimePad (organization of events
and ticket sales), Evernote, Dropbox. In addition
the tablet has preinstalled most popular apps for
travelling and business trips, communication and
information exchange: Skype, Booking.com, KAYAK,
Slon.ru, “Vedomosti”, “Kommersant”, “TVRain”,
Forbes, “Afisha”, Big Russia, OZON.ru (equivalent
of eBay and Amazon). There are currently in Russia
little more than 1M tablets. The idea of the project
is not to earn on sales of devices (or lending for
this purpose), rather on increased financial services
consumption offering customers a new device with
preinstalled own and partner financial applications.
In addition, each tablet has an individual app
of personal banking manager, which gives an
opportunity to communicate by all means, while a
manager can send a customer personal information
and offer.

* www.bankinnovation.net/2013/01/what-tablet-growth-means-for-your-2013-banking-services-strategy
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L I F E.S R E D A I S A V E N T U R E C A P I TA L F U N D F O C U S I N G O N
INVESTMENTS IN FINANCIAL MOBILE AND INTERNET
P RO J E C T S.

•

We make investments at any stage of project
development

•

We make long-term investments (we do not require a
quick exit from the project within 1-2 years)

•

We do not require the majority interest, our participation
in a project depends on the amount of investment and
the project development stage

•

We do not insist on using our infrastructure and
resources

•

We toprovide mentoring so that you can see new
potential in your idea (your task is to understand the
needs of people and offer them attractive and popular
services, while our task is to help you with monetization
model and business plan)

•

We do not claim for the founders’ share (we do not
spoil our karma with greed)

THE FUND’S PROJECTS:
LifePAD

SmartMarket

LifePAD — it is a free tablet computer with inbuilt
device and application, which allows users to accept
card payments from customers and friends. The tablet
comes with preinstalled best financial and business
apps from the fund Life.SREDA and its partners.

An online platform for sale-purchase of shares of
nonpublic companies, fundraising from individuals and
professional investors for your ideas and projects. This is
not a stock exchange – it’s «еВау for shareholders» and
crowdfunding-service for new projects and companies
(crowdfunding – the collective investment of a lot of
people in small amounts in order to create something
new and have a collective ownership of it afterwards).

LifePay
Do you want to accept payments with credit cards but
do not want to bother about it? You can easily do it
without much effort — take your smartphone or tablet,
put our little plastic cube for bank cards into audio
jack, download the application, fill in your data (as
an individual or a company), bank account details to
receive money and that’s it! When you need to accept
a payment with a card (or receive money from your
friend’s card) you simply type the amount and sweep
a card.

ThinkTwice
Social network for traders and investors. You can read
blogs of successful professional private investors,
their recommendations and ideas for investments not
only in financial tools (deposits, stocks, bonds, mutual
funds), but also in non-financial (real estate in Russia
and abroad, antiques and art, wine, etc.).
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Instabank

Money of the Future

Mobile bank for those who are tired of dull, boring
and odd offline-banks! Are you used to convenience
and beauty of iPhone, iPad, Facebook, Instagram? Do
you like to visit trendy cafes, travel to unconventional
countries and listen to cool music? Why is your bank
so dull when you are so exciting? Register via your
Facebook profile, set goals for savings or purchases
through Instagram, transfer money to your friend’s
social network nickname with one touch, borrow from
and lend to your friends at once!

Conference “Money of the Future” (Russian Finovate) is
an annual event for startups that create breakthrough
technologies in the financial sphere. The conference
agenda consists of short performances – pitches (short
presentation of projects and an announcement of a
winner), as well as speeches of famous entrepreneurs
and financial experts, such as Richard Branson, Matthias
Kroener, Brett King, Michael Ruckman, etc.

My-Apps
Constructor of mobile applications on all platforms
for individuals and small and medium business. You
can build «like Lego cubes» your own application
in 15 minutes (e.g. a full-featured online store with
ERP- and CRM- systems, online payment, delivery
and online lending to your customers) and see and
download it next day at AppStore, GooglePlay and
other mobile platforms!
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The best
financial mobile
and internet services
www.lifesreda.ru
facebook.com/lifefg
twitter.com/liferussia
instagram.com/liferussia

